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1. Introduction
1. Introduction
Cloud computing can be defined as a network based computing which provides shared processing data & resources
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outsource their data to an external storage server & improve the storage constraints of local devices, and enables them
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to have more focus on their core competencies. Cloud user can access the data anytime, when required, from any part
of the world but in some cases like hardware failure etc. the server may return an invalid result. Thus data integrity
becomes the biggest concern for the cloud users as they no longer have a physical control over their outsourced data.
Therefore to assure whether the data is secure or not, a way to verify its integrity and accessibility must exist for the
users.
Some solutions have been put forward for assuring the integrity & availability of data stored at a faraway server.
Authors in the references [2], [28], [10], [24], [25], [35], [37] and [32] proposes dynamic scheme which focuses on
instances where only the owner can modify the stored data. Applications [19], [20] and [21], where cloud assistance
is used as a cooperation platform, multiple group users shares the code and can access, revise and run it anytime
anywhere. Such type of collaborative network makes remote auditing schemes impracticable where only the data
owner can modify the data. It will cause a lot of computation and communication overhead to data owner and are
inappropriate for him. If integrity verification can be done by person other than data owner, that is, by third party
auditor, then the scheme is publicly verifiable. The scheme in [38] designs polynomial authentication tags and uses
proxy tag update technique to support public auditing but the data confidentiality of group users is not considered.
This means that the scheme supports data update & integrity checking for plaintext, not for cipher text. Yet no solution
addresses the issue of public integrity checking with group user modification.
The dearth of these schemes prompts us to propose a reliable as well as an efficient way for remote data auditing. To the end, a construction is proposed which applies vector commitment over the database and supports group
data encryption & decryption during its modification using group key agreement protocol [36]. Identity based ring
signatures [39] are used to protect the anonymity of the signer.
1.1. Our Contribution
This paper put forwards a method for efficient public integrity auditing which is based on the scheme in the
reference [27]. The issues of public integrity auditing were further studied and vector commitment, from the existing
scheme [27], is incorporated with identity based ring signature to put forward an efficient public data integrity checking
scheme. And in the end, a performance evaluation of the proposed scheme shows that it is more efficient than the
existing scheme.
2. Related Work
Availability, integrity & confidentiality are the key attributes of data stored at cloud server. Serious work has been
done looking for a way to securely outsource local data to faraway storage server and its remote auditing. In the
papers [2] & [28], homomorphic authentication scheme is used by the authors to decrease the communication and
computation cost. Later, deviants of these schemes are drafted to refine their efficiency like allowing public data
auditing [35], [34], [37] and data update [24], [25].In the ref. [4] a scheme is proposed that supports user revocation.
But it is constructed on the conjecture that there exists no collusion, neither it occurs, between the revoked user and
the cloud server. It assumes that an exclusive authenticated channel exist between entities. Yuan & Yu proposed a
dynamic auditing scheme in [38] which uses proxy tag update method and is built on polynomial authentication tags
but doesnt considers ciphertext store. Benabbas et al. [8] proposes a verifiable database scheme but the problem is that
public verifiability is not supported in it.
Authors puts forward a new way in the ref. [16] to build a database that is verifiable using vector commitment
that supports public verifiability. This scheme assumes outsourced database to be of fixed size with the client having
the ability to obtain information about the outsourcing function beforehand. Backes et al. presents a scheme in [5]
having properties which eliminates this assumption. Group signature was first introduced in the ref. [17]. This signing
method allows each member of the group to have a secret key and sign a message. Only the group manager knows the
identity of actual signer, who is a trusted entity, and thus, in this way, this form of signing confirms signers anonymity.
This signature type has been studied in the references [18] [15] [14] [3] [13] [33]. The authors have proposed a group
signature which supports verifier local revocation in the paper [9]. In the proposed scheme, revocation information is
sent to the signature verifier in user revocation. However, an initialization procedure is needed to specify a group in
this scheme which may not be feasible under some conditions.
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The idea of ring signature was introduced in the ref. [31]. The proposed scheme in [31] is built upon RSA public
key [30] & its security is analysed in ideal cipher model [6]. The paper [11] improves this scheme and presents a ring
signature whose security is analysed in the random oracle model [7].
3. Problem formulation
This section details the architecture of proposed system & its design, while taking into consideration the threat
model and security goals of the existing scheme in ref. [27].
3.1. System architecture
Proposed scheme consists of three entities: Group users, Cloud storage server and Third Party Auditor (TPA), as
shown in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: System architecture

• Group users: They consist of data owners & other members of the group with whom the data owner can share
his stored data along with privileges to access, modify etc. it.
• Cloud storage server: It is responsible for providing storage services to the cloud user. It is semi-trusted and
hence, attacks are possible.
• Third Party Auditor: It is liable for verifying the integrity of stored data upon request. It audits the file and sends
back the result.
3.2. System design
• Data owner: If a cloud user wants to share some data amongst a number of users then he will be acting as a
data owner. Data owner may share his stored data among the members of an existing group or can create a new
group which will include only those members with whom he wants to share the data. If he do not want to share
some of his data with any member, he can easily do so. Moreover, he has the privilege to secure his data by
encrypting it before uploading on the cloud. Fig. 2 showcases the jobs a dataowner can do.

4
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Fig. 2: Data owner

• Cloud server: Cloud server is the remote storage server for the users data. All the data uploaded by the data
owner is stored at this storage server. Since it is semi trusted, it is possible that the cloud may try to gain access
to the stored data as shown in the Fig. 3. Such an attempt by the cloud server is unacceptable and this type of
unauthorized access to stored data with the purpose to view or modify it, leaves data owners data vulnerable.
Thus to protect the revelation of data if such an attempt is made by the cloud server, data should be encrypted
before being stored at a remote location which adds a level of security to the stored data.

Fig. 3: Cloud server

• Third Party Auditor: It is liable for verifying data integrity when requested by a member of the group as shown
in Fig. 4. Whenever a request to verify integrity comes, it generates a challenge & sends it to cloud server. TPA
upon getting a response from the cloud performs the auditing task & sends the result back to the user.

Fig. 4: Third Party Auditor
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4. Preliminaries
This section reviews all the primitives used in the proposed scheme.

4.1. Bilinear groups
Let consider two multiplicative groups G1 & G2 having prime order p with g1 & g2 being the generators. Let ψ be
an isomorphism from G2 to G1 with ψ(g2 ) = g1 and e : G1 XG2 −→ GT be a bilinear map with properties:
• Countability: An efficient algorithm to compute e exists.
• Bilinearity: For every u ∈ G1 , v ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Z p : e(ua , vb ) = e(u, v)ab
• Non-degeneracy: e(g1 , g2 )  1
4.2. Complexity assumptions
Security of the proposed method depends on the complications of problems like Decision Linear problem, Strong
Diffie-Hellman problem and Computational Diffie-Hellman problem, described below:
• Decision Linear problem: Let G1 be a cyclic group having g1 as generator and prime order p. Given
u, v, h, ua , ub , uc ∈ G1 as input; if a + b = c, output yes else no.
• Strong Diffie-Hellman problem: Let consider two groups G1 and G2 of prime order p (G1 = G2 )(possibly) with
2
g1 being the generator of group G1 & g2 of G2 . Given a (q + 2) tuple (g1 , g2 , gY2 , gY2 , ...) as input, produce a pair
1

(g1Y+x , x) as output where x ∈ Z ∗p .
• Computational Diffie-Hellman problem: Let G1 be a cyclic group having g1 as generator. Let the prime order
2
of the group is p. Given (g, g x ) for x ∈ Z p , produce g x as output.
4.3. Vector commitment
One of the most important things in cryptography is a commitment scheme. Vector commitment [16] is one among
them. It allows a user to bind to a chosen value, keeping it hidden from others in a way that committed value can be
revealed later. This commitment scheme satisfies two properties, namely, hiding and binding. Thus the primitives built
upon vector commitment are useful in solving the problem of verifiable data outsourcing. This commitment scheme
consists of following algorithms:
• VC.KeyGen: Taking security parameter & the size of committed vector as input, this algorithm generate parameters which are made public.
• VC.Com: Given an input message m & the public parameters, it computes a commitment string C for the
message.
• VC.Open: This algorithm generates a proof that m is the i − th committed message.
• VC.Ver: This verification algorithm accepts only if the proof that C was created for the i − th message is valid.
• VC.U pdate: This algorithm of vector commitment scheme is executed by the committer who generated the
commitment string & wants to update it by changing the i − th message m to m . It takes old message, new
message & the position i as input and produces new commitment as output.
4.4. Identity based ring signature
Identity (ID) based ring signature [39] is an amalgamation of general ring signature and an ID based one. More
precisely, this scheme is basically the ring signature one in which user’s public key is signers identity. This scheme
consists of three entities: signer, user & the Trusted Authority (TA); and is a collection of four algorithms, as described
below:
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• S etup: Executed by T A, it generates some parameters param and a master key on receiving a security parameter
as input.
• Extract: This algorithm generates private key for a user when executed by T A on an input of param, master
key & an arbitrary ID. ID is the signers identity and used a signers public key.
• S ign: On receiving param, signer’s private key, list of identities which includes the identity of signer and a
message, it outputs a signature for the message.
• Veri f y: This algorithm verifies whether a signature is valid or not for an input message.
5. Proposed scheme
5.1. Overview
The proposed scheme is based upon an existing scheme in the ref. [27] which uses group signature. This signature
form allows any group member to sign messages on behalf of whole group while providing anonymity and privacy.
There exists a group manager who adds members to the group and can reveal the signer in case of any dispute. In the
proposed scheme, identity based ring signature is used in place of group signature. Ring signature allows any number
of users to comeup together and form a group to share data among them without requiring group manager or some
additional setup. It is an adhoc collection of users in which anyone can verify whether the signature is generated by a
member belonging to the collection. This type of signature is very useful in anonymity protection as there is no way
to identify who the signer is. Fig. 5 showcases the algorithms used in the proposed scheme:

Fig. 5: Proposed scheme

Although the work done using group signature scheme is varied, there are certain issues which needs to be addressed like complex key management, group manager administration, computation overhead etc. Identity based ring
signature scheme deals successfully with all these issues. The technique of using a publicly known string about the
user like his email, phone no. etc. as his public key simplifies key management to an extent. Ring signature scheme
involves lesser number of computations than group signature scheme, in computing the signature on a message. Moreover absence of a group manager act as an advantage for the users as any number of users can create a group anytime
without the involvement of a third party.
5.2. Concrete scheme
The proposed scheme contains five algorithms, namely setup, verify, query, update & proofupdate. The major
difference from the existing scheme is in the signature generation and verification part. This section presents the
concrete definition of proposed scheme based on vector commitment and identity based ring signature.
Consider a database having tuples (i, mi ) where i is the index & mi is the associated value. n users of a group, with
only one data owner, shares this database. Let M = Z p be the message space and k, security parameter.
• Setup
1. Let consider two bilinear groups G and GT having prime order p. Consider bilinear map e : G −→ GT
and g, a generator of G. To start, select randomly z1 , ....zq ←− Z p . Now ∀i = 1, ..., q, compute hi = gzi and
∀i, j = 1, ..., q, i  j, compute hi, j = gzi z j . Now to obtain the public parameters PP, VC.KeyGen is executed
by the data owner. The public parameters are PP = (p, q, G, GT , H, g, (hi )i∈[q] , {hi, j }i, j∈[q],i j ).
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2. Let consider a group G having generator P. Choose s ∈ Zq∗ , randomly, & set P pub = sP. Let s be the master
key of T A. On receiving an identity ID as input, output S id = sH1 (ID) as the private key associated with
ID, public key being Qid = H1 (ID). In this way, generate secret keys for all the users.
3. Determine the commitment string and other auxiliary information using the computing algorithm of vector
commitment scheme as follows:
m

m2
q
1
C = hm
1 , h2 , ..., hq
aux = (m1 , m2 , ..., mq )

4. Next, to determine the signature for an input message m, run the signing algorithm of identity based ring
signature scheme over the commitment. Select an element A ∈ G, determine ck+1 = H(L  m  e(A, P)).
Now a forward ring sequence is to be generated. For i = k + 1, ..., n − 1, 0, 1, ..., k − 1, choose T i ∈ G & find:
ci+1 = H(L  m  e(T i , P)e(ci H1 (IDi ), P pub ))
Determine:
T k = A − ck S IDk
The signature for the message is (n + 1) tuple: (c0 , T 0 , T 1 , ..., T n−1 ).
• Query
Group user executes VC.Open to compute a proof:
mt

mt

Λti = Πqj−1, ji · hi, jj = (Πqj=1, ji · h j j )zi
of the i − th committed message.
• Verify
1. On an input of a message and its corresponding signature, the third party auditor first verifies the signature validity. For it, the auditor runs the verification algorithm of ring signature scheme. This algorithm
computes:
ci+1 = H(L  m  e(T i , P)e(ci H1 (IDi ), P pub )) for i = 0, 1, ..., n − 1
on receiving a signature (c0 , T 0 , T 1 , ..., T n−1 ) as input & accepts if:
(cn = c0 ) .
2. If the signature is valid, auditor executes VC.Ver to verify that whether the equation:
mt

e(C t /hi i , hi ) = e(Λti , g)
holds or not. If it outputs one, the equation holds..
• Update
1. Group user verifies the current database to ensure its validity.
2. To update a message mi to mi  , the user executes VC.U pdate and provides an updated commitment C  =

−m
& updated information U = (m, m , i) as output.
C · hm
i
• ProofUpdate

8
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1. TPA executes VC.Proo f U pdate to compute an updated proof Λ j for the message at position j such that
this new proof is valid with respect to new commitment C  which contains the updated message m as the
new message at position j.
2. The auditor uses the update information to generate a proof of update. If i  j, find the updated commitment




−m
−m z j
−m
and the updated proof Λj = Λ j · (hm
) = Λ j · hmj,i −m . If i = j, find C  = C · hm
with
C  = C · hm
i
i
i
the proof remaining same.
6. Performance evaluation
The proposed scheme solves the efficiency problems of public integrity auditing schemes where the data is signed
by a user belonging to the group in which data is shared and any member can conduct verifiable data update. This
section provides the performance analysis of the proposed scheme & conducts a comparison with existing scheme. It
is assumed that the underlying building blocks of the scheme are secure.
The experiments are simulated on a windows 10 machine with Intel Core¢ i7-4770 CPU running at 3.40GHz and
8G memory. A group having fewer members is taken into consideration, having all the privileges granted by the data
owner. First of all, one time computational effort is needed in the setup phase. It is efficient as the resources invested
by the client do not depend on database size and the most expensive computations are outsourced to the cloud server.
Blue = Existing scheme, Red = Proposed scheme
16
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Fig. 6: Signature generation

The graph in Fig. 6 shows the time taken by the signature generation algorithms. The existing scheme uses group
signature to compute a signature on a message whereas the proposed scheme uses ring signature to serve the purpose.
As we are interested in small group of users, ring signature scheme takes lesser time as comparted to group signature
one. Group signature scheme requires same number of computations irrespective of the number of users but the other
scheme depends upon the number of users. It can be clearly seen from the graph that for smaller number of users, ring
signature scheme has lesser computation time as compared to the group signature scheme.
VC.Open algorithm is responsible for generating a proof of committed message and the time taken by it is exponential to the number of files for both the existing as well as proposed scheme. As the number of files increases, the
computation overhead increases.
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The time taken by the third party auditor to verify a file is shown in the graph in Fig. 8. It can be clearly seen from
Blue = Existing scheme, Red = Proposed scheme
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Fig. 7: TPA verification

the graph that the auditor takes lesser time in verifying a file whose signature is computed using ring signature scheme
than the one whose signature is generated using group signature scheme. But still the time taken by the third party
auditor is almost same in verifying the signature generated by the used schemes. This little difference in verification
time is due to the number of computations involved in the verification process. The second scheme reduces this
overhead to some extent as seen in the graph.

7. Conclusion
The proposed scheme is successfully implemented to maintain the privacy and integrity of data stored at remote
cloud servers. The different schemes used realizes secure data integrity auditing. Identity based ring signature scheme
takes lesser time to compute signature for small group users for a message when compared with group signature
scheme used in the existing method. For a small group, the number of computations carried out in ring signature
scheme is lesser than those in group signature scheme during the generation as well as verification phase of a signature
which reduces the computation overhead. Moreover, there is no entity like group manager in case of ring signature
which allows any number of users to come up and create a group for sharing files among them, unlike group signature
where group manager is responsible for performing the task. Hence, the combination of these primitives enables the
proposed method to outsource encrypted database to remote cloud server and provides data confidentiality for small
group. of members Also, performance analysis shows that the proposed scheme is more efficient in the small group
sceneraio as compared to the existing scheme.

8. Future work
The proposed scheme, at the moment, does not support group user revocation as well as user accountability mechanism. This acts as an disadvantage for the scheme in case when the data owner no longer wants to share his data with
some member of the group or when it is necessary to identify who the signer of a message is. Enhancements can be
made to the proposed scheme by incorporating these features.
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